We here present results and analysis from a study of affective tactile communication between human and humanoid robot (the NAO robot). In the present work, participants conveyed eight emotions to the NAO via touch. In this study, we sought to understand the potential for using a wearable affective (tactile) interface, or WAffI. The aims of our study were to address the following: (i) how emotions and affective states can be conveyed (encoded) to such a humanoid robot, (ii) what are the effects of dressing the NAO in the WAffI on emotion conveyance and (iii) what is the potential for decoding emotion and affective states. We found that subjects conveyed touch for longer duration and over more locations on the robot when the NAO was dressed with WAffI than when it was not. Our analysis illuminates ways by which affective valence, and separate emotions, might be decoded by a humanoid robot according to the different features of touch: intensity, duration, location, type. Finally, we discuss the types of sensors and their distribution as they may be embedded within the WAffI and that would likely benefit Human-NAO (and Human-Humanoid) interaction along the affective tactile dimension.
Introduction
Robotic technology is quickly advancing with robots entering both professional and domestic settings. A shift towards socially interactive robots can be seen in their increased application in a variety of roles for use as social and behavioural facilitators, for example, in the area of elderly care (e.g., [1] ) and for use in human interaction-therapy (e.g., [2, 3] ). As interaction between humans and robots is becoming more variegated, an increasing interest is emerging in designing robots with human-like features and qualities that enable interaction with humans in more intuitive and meaningful ways [4, 5] . Touch as one of the most fundamental aspects of human social interaction [6] has started to receive interest in human-robot interaction (HRI) research (for an overview see e.g., [7, 8] ) and it has been argued that enabling robots to "feel", "understand", and respond to touch in accordance with expectations of the human would enable a more intuitive interaction between humans and robots [8] .
In the present work, we investigate how humans convey emotions via touch to a socially interactive humanoid robot (NAO, [9] ) (The authors acknowledge that the NAO robot may not be the most human-like robot, but nevertheless is considered a robot that is designed, for often used in, human-interaction contexts. In this sense we refer to NAO as 'humanoid'. An alternative label might be 'anthropomorphic' robot.). The purpose is to inform future development efforts of tactile sensors, concerning where they need to be located, what they should be able to sense, and how human touch should be interpreted, so as to promote affective and personalized human-robot interaction. Of specific interest is the long-term research goal of utilizing 'smart' textiles (minimally, pressure sensitive textiles) on robots for promoting tactile sensing in robots. We contend that affective tactile interaction benefits from having robots with visual and tactile affording properties. In the research presented in this article, we investigate human touch tendencies using a wearable affective interface (WAffI) covering much of the body of a humanoid (NAO) robot. The prototype here is not embedded with sensors but rather used to gauge whether the robot's surface, as a physical interface, has an impact on human affective touch interaction. We evaluate how and where humans touch the robot for different emotions and also to what extent the information provided may be accurately decoded by the robot. Human interaction with the robot wearing the WAffI is compared to that with the standard NAO (no WAffI) allowing us to study whether the WAffI has an effect on how humans behave towards the robot. We adapt the human-human tactile affective interaction study of Heternstein et al. [10] to our human-robot interaction study to provide a benchmark of natural interactive performance. This work constitutes a necessary endeavour into understanding to what extent, and how, smart textiles can provide an affective tactile interface between human and robot.
Background
The sense of touch is a channel of communication that, compared to the facial and vocal channels (see e.g., [11, 12] ), has received little attention in HRI [8] or in other scientific disciplines, such as the field of Psychology [13] . Touch is fundamental in social interaction and serves as a foundation for creating and maintaining trust and interpersonal relationships [14] . It has also been shown that touch can provide a nonverbal means for the communication of emotions and that discrete emotions can be successfully conveyed, and accurately decoded, through the use of physical touch alone [10, 15] .
Research has revealed that people are inclined to interact with robots through touch [16, 17] and spontaneous exhibitions of affective touch such as that of elderly persons or children hugging robots like Telenoid [18] or Kismet [19] suggests that physical touch plays an important role in HRI. Several attempts have been made to furnish robots with touch, or tactile, interaction capabilities. Most notable have been the development of the small, animal shaped robotic companions with full-body sensing, designed to detect affective content of social interaction. Examples of such non-humanoid robots include the Huggable [20] and the Haptic Creature [21, 22] . Empowering these robots with affective touch has been argued to offer a valuable contribution to rehabilitation and therapy, especially in places where natural forms of touch therapy, such as interaction with animals, is unavailable [22] . There are in fact a few non-humanoid social robots that are touch-sensitive and can recognize touch patterns and a certain number of touch gestures (e.g., [20, 22] ). However, none of these robotic projects have yet solved the problem of accurate emotion recognition [22] .
With regard to humanoid robots, it has been argued that the humanoid form might elicit expectations of a higher degree of social intelligence which makes the capability of recognizing affective touch even more important [16] . In a study of multimodal interaction with a humanoid robot, touch was considered significantly more important for conveying affection to the robot than distancing, body posture, and arm gestures [16] , which suggests that the fundamental role of tactile interaction in interpersonal relationships goes beyond human-human interaction and extends to human-robot interaction.
Much focus of tactile sensing and haptics has been placed on improving robotic dexterity (e.g., gripping ability, as for [23] ), while robot whole-body wearables have typically been deployed to increase both robotic safety-reducing the risk of damage on hard surfaces-and human safety-reducing the risk of contact with the robot's hard surface. Yogeswaran et al. [24] , in their survey, also refer to the use of 'e-skin' (electronic skin) for sensors detecting potentially harmful chemical, biological and thermal change. Furthermore, they highlight the need for flexible, stretchable skin so as to promote safe and natural handling by human interactors.
In order to facilitate interaction via touch, the robot needs tactile sensors that are able to perceive and interpret human touch behaviours. Different types of transduction methods have been used such as optical transduction and piezoelectric for dynamic tactile sensing on deformable surfaces (e.g., [25] ) as well as capacitive, piezoresistive and magnetic, among others (cf. [24] ).
Many humanoid robots have a plastic or metal exterior that humans may experience as hard or cold to touch, and therefore unpleasant. On the other hand, textiles, provide a promising means to promote robot-human interaction that permit the use of tactile sensors. Textiles are experienced by humans as positive dependent on the qualities of the fabric such as softness, warmth, chicness, colour etc., [26] . As another example, when using clothes to modify the appearance of the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIb, and studying participants hug the robot, it was shown that the clothed robot brought a positive effect with less discomfort and higher acceptance of the robot [27] .
Textiles have been employed for providing the iCub robot with a wearable interface. The development of a dielectric layer covering a mesh of capacitance sensor patches for the iCub [28, 29] has served to provide a safe layer for robots (and for humans against the robot's surface) that couples as compliant 'skin'. However, this has not been exploited for affective interaction. There are several levels of affective textile-handling experiences. There are physiological and psychological levels of experience, which are personal and immediate, and social and ideological levels, for example, the "message" the wearer of a certain textile "sends" to the others such as status [30] . The characteristics of textiles make them useful in a wide range of areas whilst having the potential to evoke positive experience in humans. Thus, if such textile robot interfaces can be embedded with sensors, then new possibilities for tactile and haptic interaction between the human and the robot may arise. On this basis, smart textiles provide interesting opportunities [31, 32] . Smart textiles are "conductive fabrics and yarns which incorporate or allow microcontroller logic (along with sensors and actuators) to be integrated into garments" (p. 10, [31] ). Such fabric could be used on a robot's body as a wearable interface, giving the user control of the interaction and providing the possibility to adapt the interface in accordance with the user's current need.
Wearable sensors are increasingly important in ubiquitous computing/intelligent systems aiming to gather information on the state and performance of the wearer, e.g., to track posture, movements, or even physical and emotional state. Research into 'smart' wearables has taken many forms while a trend is emerging for using platforms with multiple sensor types in synchrony, e.g., accelerometer, GSR (galvanic skin response) sensor, temperature sensor [33, 34] . Smart wearables can be classified according to the type of processing that are permissible: (i) passive smart textiles-able only to sense the environment and user, (ii) active smart textiles-able not only to sense but react to environmental stimuli, (iii) very smart textiles-able not only to sense and react but also to adapt [35] . Actuators, that are required for reacting in active smart textiles, typically entail the use of control units or specific human interface functions integrated into the textiles, e.g., push buttons (capacitive patches). Smartwatches have provided another area of interest in wearables (cf. [33] ). These devices provide general-purpose computers-much like smartphones-but their comparatively miniaturized form and wearability with the added component of being imbued with an array of sensors potentially allows additional functionality, e.g., to efficiently pick up location information of their users, monitor aspects of health and fitness, haptic feedback to provide feedback to users without, thereby, the requirement for constant monitoring. Such functionality is, however, presently constrained by size limiting the accommodation of hardware. Smart sensing may also have application in relation to the so-called Internet of Things (IoT; a perspective that sensors connects non-technical and real-world objects to the Internet). It has been suggested [34] that the increasingly low cost of sensors allows for tracking of much information on hitherto-considered non-digital aspects of life including human bodily variables-temperature, muscle activity, blood flow, brain activity. As a result, large stores of data can be utilized to improve human 'ecosystems'. Ecologically relevant (IoT) sensing devices take the form of wearable watches, wrist bands, eye wear (glasses), as well as textiles. The use of self-tracking gadgets, clinical remote monitoring, wearable sensor patches, Wi-Fi scales etc., involves multiple processes such as data generation, information creation, and meaning-making and action-taking. This relates to what [34] refers to as involving several layers: the Hardware Sensor Platform layer, the Software Processing layer, the human-readable Information Visualization layer, and the human-usable Action-Taking layer.
At present, wearable sensors in textile garments and accessories are mainly represented by embedded conventional electronic devices, such as metal wires, strain gauges, MEMS, LEDs and batteries [36] . The textile material does not in itself take part or constitute any functionality but is merely a substrate or vehicle. Due to recent advances in textile technology and materials research, textile sensors have emerged as a new alternative to established electronic components in wearable applications. Textile sensors are particularly useful in wearable applications where wearing comfort and user acceptance are essential. Textile wearables have the advantage over many other types of tactile interfaces in the practicality of their use: easily removable, inexpensive, and importantly they afford touch through a pleasant appearance. An improved integration of smart functions into textile structures is especially relevant for the healthcare sector; a number of studies on textile sensors monitoring [37, 38] e.g., respiration, heart activity and body movement. Also the sports industry is in focus, and textile pressure sensors/sensor arrays are studied as means to register precise details, for example, about the stance of a person on a snowboard. We propose that similarly, textile sensors may be worn by a robot, to act as an interface and register the details of pressure, as well as properties such as location, due to touch.
Tactile sensing also requires processing algorithms so that the touch information can garner a meaningful response in the robot. Information regards not just pressure sensing and contextual interpretation but also knowedge about where, how often, for how long and how fast the robot is touched. Human and human-like (robotic 'mannequins', cf. [39] ) interaction investigating where and how humans would like to touch humanoid robots have been carried out. There have also been studies in social touch on localized areas on a mannequin arm as well as on human-animal affective robot touch [40, 41] . In human-human interaction [10, 15] it was found that blindfolded humans can reliably decode (discriminate between) at least 8 different emotions, 5 of the 6 primary emotions: fear, anger, disgust, happiness, sadness (where surprise was not evaluated); 3 other pro-social emotions: gratitude, sympathy, love. Participants in the studies were evaluated as encoder-decoder dyads where the role of the encoder was to express the 8 emotions through touch without verbalizing which emotion was being communicated. The experimenters used annotation techniques to then evaluate touch according to: intensity, duration, location and type, so as to assess patterns of emotion tactile conveyance.
With inspiration from the human-human interaction research performed by Hertenstein et al. [10] , the present reported work elaborates on the communication of emotions via touch and more specifically investigates how emotions are conveyed, to a small humanoid robot (NAO) and whether textiles on the robot's body has an impact on human touch behaviours. For socially interactive robots to be accepted as part of our everyday life, it is relevant that they require the capability to recognize people's social behaviors and respond appropriately. Affective touch, as fundamental in human communication and crucial for human bonding provides, thereby, a potentially natural form of interaction between humans and social robots (see e.g., [16, 19] ). It should therefore be considered an important consideration when designing for embodied agents (robots) that are able to engage in meaningful and intuitive interaction with human beings.
The remainder of the article is organised as follows. Section 3 describes the methodology of the experiment. In Section 4, the analysis and results are reported. We break down the result section into: (i) encoder analysis, according to the four properties (intensity, duration, location, type) assessed by [10] ; (ii) decoder analysis, by evaluating whether classification algorithms can decode emotions according to a subset of the aforementioned encoding properties. This provides us with clues as to how robots could potentially use touch information and what types of sensors should be used on the robot and, furthermore, how they should be distributed. Section 5 provides a discussion of the research results and concludes by outlining future work in relation to imbuing the NAO robot with smart sensors based on smart textiles technology.
Method

A Wearable Affective Interface (WAffI)
We have developed a Wearable Affective Interface (WAffI), which, in its current prototypic state, consists of removable garments, fitted using Velcro, that cover different parts of the NAO body. At present it does not contain sensors (that could be used to decode the tactile information being conveyed). The purpose of the current investigation, rather, has been to provide information as to how such 'smart' sensors could be fitted, e.g., the types and locations for such sensors, according to human interaction both with and without the WAffI. The WAffI is designed to be a textile that is: (i) practical-its parts do not overlap with joints and can easily be removed; (ii) skin-tight-smart sensors can potentially be embedded and encode touch-sensitive information, e.g., intensity, movement, pressure; (iii) touch affording-the WAffI should afford touch, i.e., be soft and not unpleasant to look at; (iv) neutral to specific emotions-it was considered important not to bias specific human interactions for the purpose of our investigations. On the basis of (iii) we chose a relatively soft (woolen) fabric, while regarding (iv), we chose an emotion-'neutral' colour, i.e., grey. NAO clad in the WAffI according to the above-listed properties is visible in Figure 1 . Note, NAO's existing sensors, on-off button and charge socket (back) remain visible/uncovered. Moreover, we placed less emphasis on below-torso tactile interaction; thus, NAO's trousers were not 'skin tight'. The WAffI consists of a number of detachable tight-fitting parts and serves as a prototype for testing subjects' tactile interactions. Future work aims at incorporating a number of smart textile sensors into the fabric for facilitating robot decoding of emotions.
The purpose of the investigation was not to evaluate different types of garments and their interactive potential. Rather, we sought to evaluate whether a given garment, conducive to fitting touch sensors, would afford interaction at least to the same level as compared to when the robot was without the garment. Such an investigation allows us to uncover a proof of principle. Evaluating ideal properties of such a garment was beyond the scope of the current work. We sought to evaluate whether the information picked up by the robot wearing a given garment, i.e., that which we chose, could potentially decode the affective tactile information being transmitted. Thus, our research question addresses whether sensor-suitable garments can, in principle be utilized on the NAO robot. In order to evaluate this we carried out a study comparing our human-robot tactile interaction performance to that of a human-human interaction study [10] .
Participants
Sixty-four volunteers participated in the experiment (32 men and 32 women) the majority of which ranged in age from 20 to 30 years old. They were recruited at the University of Skövde in Sweden and received a movie ticket for their participation. The participants were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions WAffI-On (clothed robot) vs. WAffI-Off ('naked' robot) (see Figure 1) . Gender was balanced across the two conditions (16 males and 16 females for each condition). Potential gender differences identified in the study were investigated elsewhere [42] and are not the focus of the current paper; however, we include gender as an independent variable within our analysis of touch duration so as to discount interaction effects between gender and clothing type variables. Different subjects are used for WAffI-On and WAffI-Off interaction. A within-subjects investigation was considered but for practical considerations, i.e., the amount of time needed per subject evaluation, we opted for the between-subjects investigation.
Procedure and Materials
The study took place in the Usability Lab at the University of Skövde, which consists of a medium-sized testing room, furnished as a small apartment and an adjacent control room. The testing room is outfitted with three video-cameras and a one-way observation glass. The control room allows researchers to unobtrusively observe participants during studies and is outfitted with video recording and editing equipment. The participants entered the testing room to find the NAO robot standing on a high table (see Figure 2 ). Following [10] , eight different emotions were displayed serially on individual slips of paper in a randomized order. These emotions consisted of: (i) five basic emotions: Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness; and (ii) three pro-social emotions: Gratitude, Sympathy, Love. The emotions selected were those chosen by [10] evaluated in a human-human tactile interaction study. The participant interacts with the NAO by touching left and right arms to convey a particular emotion. Camera shots are configured using the ELAN annotation tool: https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/.
The participants were instructed to read from the paper slips each emotion, think about how he or she wanted to communicate the specific emotion, and then to make contact with the robot's body, using any form of touch he or she found to be appropriate to convey the emotion to the robot. To preclude the possibility of providing non-tactile clues to the emotion being communicated, the participants were advised not to talk or make any sounds. Participants were not time-limited as this was considered to potentially impose a constraint on the naturalness or creativity of the emotional interaction.
One of the experimenters was present in the room with the participant at all times and another experimenter observed from the control room. All tactile contact between the participant and the robot was video recorded. Subjects were informed of both observation types. At the end of the experimental run, the participant answered questions regarding his or her subjective experience of interacting with the robot via touch.
Coding Procedure
The video recordings of tactile displays were analyzed and coded on a second-by-second basis using the ELAN (4.5.0) annotation software (https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/). During the coding procedure, the experimenters were naïve to the emotion being communicated but retroactively labeled annotation sets according to each of the eight emotions. Following [10] , there were four main touch components that were coded for during individual subject interactions: touch intensity, touch duration, touch type, and touch location. Duration of touch was calculated for each emotion and each touch episode was assigned a level of intensity, i.e., an estimation of the level of human-applied pressure, which was defined as light, moderate, or strong in relation to the movement of the robot's surface/body. Twenty-three specific types of touches were coded: squeezing, stroking, rubbing, pushing, pulling, pressing, patting, tapping, shaking, pinching, trembling, poking, hitting, scratching, massaging, tickling, slapping, lifting, picking, hugging, finger interlocking, swinging and tossing. The contact points were selected appropriately from the diagrams of the NAO robot shown in Figure 3 . In pilot studies and over initial subject recordings, for any given subject, two investigators compared annotations for the emotion interactions. This comparison was based on 5 recordings from the pilot study and 4 subject recordings from the experimental run, annotated by both investigators and used as a means for inter-rater agreement for the coding practice. Once this was done, all video recordings were divided between three investigators and annotated based on this agreed upon coding practice and the initial annotations, mainly used as a practise material, were replaced by final annotations, which are the ones reported here. There were a few cases of equivocal touch behaviours that required the attention-inter-rater agreement-of all investigators to ensure an appropriate coding. However, these instances were considered a consultation and separate annotations were therefore not part of the work procedure (unlike in the pilot study). This approach was applied in annotations for touch intensity, type and location, while touch duration could be accurately assessed using the above-mentioned ELAN annotation software. ELAN was used to evaluate all aspects of touch; nevertheless, the annotators (three of the authors), based on inter-rater agreement of pilot studies and procedure, utilized a fairly coarse measure for encoding for touch type. Only one instance of touch for a given type was recorded for each emotion-this was used to guard against high inter-subject variance. The initial touch was that recorded whilst duration was registered as that of touch interaction over the emotion conveyed (could terminate with a different touch to the initial touch). In practise, it was observed that subjects either produced a single touch or several in parallel. Furthermore, for certain touch types there was a degree of ambiguity as to when one touch instance had finished; for example, patting, tapping and tickling all involve multiple touch-removal instances in order to be classified as that type-where one instance of patting ends and another instance starts was considered ambiguous and therefore we sought to keep annotation as simple as possible. For similar reasons, touch duration and intensity were only given a single valuation over a duration. So duration was recorded according to the initial touch onset until the final touch offset-again, this coarse measure was used to avoid interpretive ambiguity. Intensity was also given a single rating (average across interactions) over the interaction duration. In practice, although these measures might be considered coarse, it was found that most typically subjects produced interactions that were fairly unambiguous, i.e., single touch type interactions over relatively short durations.
Results
This section has sought to achieve the following: (1) Evaluate human-NAO robot tactile interaction performance based on the methodology of [10] and, where appropriate, provide a comparison; (2) Evaluate differences in tactile interaction where the NAO was (a) clothed-'dressed' in the WAffI detachable garments; (b) non-clothed. We broke down evaluations (1) and (2) according to an analysis of human 'encoding' of emotions, and of machine learning based 'decoding' of emotions. The former was carried out to assess human-typical interactions with the robot, the latter was carried out to assess the potential for smart sensor garments to detect particular emotions or affective properties of the interaction.
We break down the results section into: (i) Encoder Results: as evaluated by the experimenters using the annotation methods described in the previous section; (ii) Decoder Results. While in (ii) the NAO was not programmed to sense and decode the affective interactions, we provided a classification of affective valence and separate emotions using the different annotated properties of touch in (i). This was done in order to assess the potential for NAO to decode emotions based on smart textiles, i.e., WAffI imbued with smart sensors. The dataset was previously utilized in [42] but in the current investigation the analysis, both for encoding and decoding of emotions, focuses on whether the NAO was clothed or not (WAffi-On vs. WAffI-Off).
Encoder Results
We focus our analysis on two aspects: (i) affective tactile interaction with the NAO robot; (ii) affective tactile interaction as it is influenced by the Wearable Affective Interface (WAffI). More specifically, we look at four different aspects of affective tactile interaction that the subjects engaged in:
touch intensity-light intensity, moderate intensity, strong intensity; 2.
touch duration-length of time that the subjects interacted with the NAO; 3.
touch type-the quality of the tactile interaction, e.g., press or stroke; 4.
touch location-the place on the NAO that is touched.
These four properties of touch were selected as they were studied by [10] on human-human interaction, whose approach serves as a benchmark for evaluating the naturalized human-robot interaction in our study.
Intensity
Tactile interaction was evaluated according to the following four interval scales:
• No Interaction (subjects refused or were not able to contemplate an appropriate touch), • Low Intensity (subjects gave light touches to the NAO robot with no apparent or barely perceptible movement of NAO), • Medium Intensity (subjects gave moderate intensity touches with some, but not extensive, movement of the NAO robot), • High Intensity (subjects gave strong intensity touches with a substantial movement of the NAO robot as a result of pressure to the touch).
The number of each of the four intervals for the emotions is displayed in Figure 4 for WAffI-On and WAffI-Off conditions. Plots concern total number of ratings over all the participants. Mean number of ratings per emotion could not be analyzed as only one touch intensity per emotion was recorded by the experimenters. It can be observed from Figure 4 that in the WAffI-Off condition there were more instances of non-touch where subjects showed a disinclination to produce any type of tactile interaction with the NAO. We suggest that this difference between WAffI-On and -Off conditions may indicate that the WAffI increases inclination for subjects to engage in tactile interaction with the NAO.
We carried out a chi-squared test comparing frequencies of the four intensity categories over the two conditions. Our value of χ 2 (3, N = 64) = 11.51, p < 0.01 showed there was a significant difference between the WAffI-On and WAffI-Off conditions regarding recorded intensity of touch. This can be understood from the consistent tendency of subjects to touch the robot more when it was with the WAffI (other than for Gratitude), i.e., fewer instances of No Interaction. One constraint on our analysis of this tactile domain is that subjects often appeared disinclined to touch with too strong intensity for fear of damaging the robot. However, it could also be argued that such reticence would exist if the NAO was replaced by a comparably small human infant.
Duration
The duration of tactile interaction for a given emotion was recorded according to the initial touch and the final touch before the participant turned the next card (signalling the next emotion conveyance episode). It can be observed from Figure 5 that subjects in the WAffI-On condition interact with the NAO robot for longer durations on average than those in the WAffI-Off condition over 7 of the 8 emotions, the exception being Anger. While gender effects were not a critical part of this investigation and were studied elsewhere [42] -with the finding that duration of touch was significantly influenced by gender-we were interested to see whether gender and clothing would foster interactive effects. Using a three-way (mixed design) ANOVA with independent variables of clothing, i.e., WAffI-On/Off (between subjects), gender (between subjects) and emotion type (within subjects), we found a significant main effect of clothing: F(1,64) = 12.08, p < 0.01; we also found a significant main effect of gender: F(1,64) = 12.63, p < 0.01; and a significant main effect of emotion: F(7,64) = 2.63, p < 0.01. There were no significant interaction effects between the three independent variables (see Appendix B for details). Individual post hoc bonferroni tests found significant differences for durations in pairwise tests only for Sadness > Disgust, p < 0.05.
Interestingly, these results contrasted somewhat with Hertenstein et al.'s [10] human-human experiment. In that experiment it was Fear that was conveyed for the longest duration. Sadness and Sympathy were joint second highest in duration and so were similarly relatively enduring as in our Human-Robot investigation. Anger was conveyed for the shortest duration while in our investigation it was also conveyed for the shortest time in the WAffI-On condition. Figure 6 displays the mean number of touched locations during interaction separated for each emotion and for gender and where individual touched regions per emotion were only recorded once.
Location
As is visible in the figure, Disgust yielded the most limited interaction for both WAffI-On and WAffI-Off conditions, with a mean of fewer than two locations touched. Love resulted in the most plentiful interaction overall with a mean of greater than 4 regions involved in each interaction for the two conditions. Using a two-way (mixed design) ANOVA with independent variables of clothing (between subjects) and emotion type (within subjects), we found a significant main effect of emotion type: F(7,64) = 11.12, p < 0.01 but no main effect of clothing (WAffi-On versus WAffi-Off): F(1,64) = 3.58, p = 0.0591). There was no significant interaction effect between the two independent variables: F(7,64) = 0.19, p = 0.987. Bonferroni correction tests found: Love > Fear , Love > Anger, Love > Happiness, Love > Gratitude, Love > Sympathy, Happiness > Disgust, Sadness > Disgust (all at p < 0.01). Figure 7 shows a heat map of touch location for the WAffI-On and WAffI-Off conditions. Intensity reflecting number of touches; percentage of touches of all touch in brackets. The exact number of touches for each location is found in Appendix A (Figures A1 and A2 ). Striking differences in the locations touched when the NAO was in the WAffI-On versus WAffI-Off conditions were not found. Nevertheless, an example of differences (for Gratitude) is shown in Figure 8 . Here it can be seen that subjects have a high tendency to touch the right hand of the NAO-not observed for other emotions. This was observed to involve a hand-shaking gesture in subjects. In the WAffI-Off condition there is also a higher percentage of touch on the shoulders compared to the WAffI-On condition. This is also backed up by the absolute number of touches on the shoulders over all subjects: 2 (WAffI-On) vs. 13 (WAffI-Off). One explanation for this is that in the WAffI-On condition shoulders are still exposed. Subjects may have been more inclined to touch the clothed areas as a result of this clothed versus non-clothed body part contrast. No such contrast exists in the WAffI-Off condition and the visual affordance of the shoulders instead may have inclined more greatly tactile interaction in this case. 
Type
The 20 used types of touch (of 23 checked for annotation)-taken from the original Hertenstein et al. [10] study-are presented in Figure 9 . Pulling, trembling and tossing, are never observed during any interaction. Participants use squeezing (29%), stroking (16%) and pressing (14%) most frequently. Happiness stands out by involving a relatively large percentage (12%) of swinging the robot's arms, not observed during other emotions. Only in the case of Disgust is another touch type dominant (Push). See Figure A3 in Appendix A for details. The WAffI-On condition observably produces more touch type interactions particularly for Squeezing and Pressing. However, in general, the WAffI-On condition does not differ markedly in type performance to the WAffI-Off condition. This suggests that the WAffI may not qualitatively affect the tactile interaction between human and NAO robot in terms of touch types used. Using a chi-squared analysis, we found that there was no significant difference between the two conditions over all emotions: χ 2 (22, N = 64) = 21.5, p = 0.999. This was also true when each individual emotion was compared (results not shown). 
Decoder Results
Unlike the Hertenstein et al. [10] experiment upon which our HRI study was methodologically based, the NAO robot was a passive recipient of touch, i.e., lacking the sensory apparatus to decode the emotions conveyed. Nevertheless, the patterns of affective tactile interaction observed during experimentation provide clues as to the critical dimensions of touch requisite to disambiguating the emotional or affective state being conveyed by the encoder. This in turn can inform robotics engineers as to which types of sensors and their locations, are most suitable for a NAO robot seeking to interpret human affective states. Similarly, insights into the types of decoder algorithms required for interpreting sensor signals may be gleaned. As for the previous sub-section, we focus our analysis here on: (i) affective tactile interaction with the NAO robot, and, more specifically; (ii) affective tactile interaction as it is influenced by the WAffI.
In Figure 10 is visualized a support vector machine (SVM) classification of emotional valence-specifically, the valence of emotional conveyance. We used Matlab for the 2-dimensional SVM classification. We analyzed mean values over 8 instances (one mean value for each emotion) for the two dimensions: (i) number of different locations touched and, (ii) duration of touch, in order to classify the emotions and compared WAffI-On and WAffI-Off conditions. We viewed Sadness as a positive affect touch emotion since subjects were observed and described, conveying emotion to the NAO as if it were sad and thereby needed consoling.
As can be seen, qualitatively, the results of the two conditions are similar for both WAffI-On and WAffI-Off conditions allowing for a linear separation between postively and negatively conveyed emotions. Emotions are, however, distributed over a broader 2-dimensional range for the WAffI-On condition suggesting that it may be easier to decode separate emotions in this condition. In general, negatively valenced emotions can be decoded as being of shorter duration and with low distribution of touch as compared to positively valenced emotions and this is particularly true of Disgust, as compared to Love and Sadness. Figure 10 provides a useful visualization of the data but the analysis is based only on the means for each emotion in each condition. In Figure 11 is provided the confusion matrix for WAffI-On (left) and WAffI-Off (right) for all data points (32 entries per each of the 8 emotions for each condition) using leave-one-out cross validation for one vs. one multi-class support vector machine analysis (28 binary classifiers for the binary class combinations). We chose leave-one-out validation due to the relatively small data set (256 models in total). One vs. one classification was found to be more accurate than one vs. all classification (results not shown). Classification is comparable in both conditions where for WAffI-On the mean 21.5% classification accuracy is somewhat above chance 12.5% and the WAffi-Off condition (22.3%) actually provides a higher classification accuracy than the WAffI-On condition. Overall, while Anger, Love, Disgust and Sympathy classify observably above chance for both conditions, a marked difference can be observed with respect to Sadness, Gratitude, Fear and Happiness that are classified to a relatively poor degree overall. Over both conditions, only Love (column 8 of both plots) and Anger (column 2 of both plots) are the emotions that are classified better than they are confused with any other specific emotion. On the other hand, Gratitude is confused with Anger to the same extent as Anger is correctly classified for the WAffI-Off condition (row 2 right plot). Gratitude is the most 'confused' emotion overall.
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Mean Duration (seconds) What is clear is that classification performance in the two conditions under investigation is considerably worse than for the Herteinstein et al. study. This may in part owe to the lack of use of the touch type dimension in our study-for example, Gratitude appeared to often be signalled by a hand-shaking gesture, which was not amenable to decoding analysis in our investigation (based on limited touch 'type' data). However, consistent with our results, we found subjects typically verbalized a degree of confusion as to how to convey certain (similar) emotions, in particular Fear. This appears not to have been a problem to the same extent in the Hertenstein et al. investigation. Exploiting the fourth dimension of touch type might have facilitated classification in the Hertenstein et al. human-human decoding relative to our own decoding analysis in our human-robot experiment. In order to evaluate further whether emotions are good candidates for decoding, we conducted a k-Means cluster analysis over all the data points. In Figure 13 is shown the result of this analysis (left) over all the data points (outliers not displayed) and the corresponding silhouette plot (right) depicting the measure of how close each point of one cluster is to neighbouring clusters (the higher, the more distant). We further evaluated how many clusters the data most naturally fit into according to average silhoutte values (see Figure 13 , right). With two clusters (k = 2) over the two dimensions (duration, location number) mean distance (silhoutte value) is 0.6611. With three clusters (k = 3) the value drops to 0.3922 and with four clusters the mean is 0.3088. Therefore, the data most naturally separates into two clusters. The centroids in Figure 10 left (white crosses), indicate that clusters can be roughly differentiated into (i) low touch duration, low number of locations touched (region 2); (ii) relatively high touch duration, high number of locations touched (region 1).
Condition
Based on the above, we evaluated emotion conveyance valence (as for Figure 10 Sadness was considered a positively conveyed emotion), i.e., a two-class analysis. As for the cluster analysis, the positively valenced emotions were typically of high duration and high number of locations touched, while the opposite was true of the negatively conveyed emotions (Fear, Anger, Sadness). Figure 14 shows the confusion matrix for a tree ensemble (200 learners, gentle boost) classification analysis, using leave-one-out validation (256 folds), over duration and location number of touch, as well as intensity. In this analysis is compared the pooled data for Fear, Anger and Disgust with Love, Sadness, Sympathy, Gratitude and Happiness. In the WAffI-On condition, the former (negative emotion conveyance group) is correctly classified in 59.4% of cases while the latter (positive emotion conveyance group) is correctly classified in 72.5% of cases, where 50% classification accuracy represents chance. In the WAffI-Off condition, these figures drop to 57.3% and 62.5%, respectively. Furthermore, in both conditions negative-valenced emotions are predominantly not confused with positive-valenced emotions and positive-valence emotions are predominantly not confused with negative-valenced emotions. Note, the classification accuracy over the two dimensions (touch duration and location number) was slightly less accurate than when touch intensity was also included in the analysis-results not shown. To summarize this sub-section, our decoder classification analyses evaluated (i) individual emotions, (ii) affective states based on valence-combined emotions-which we refer to as conveyance valence based emotions. The dimensions/properties of location (distribution/number of parts) touched and duration of touch produced results that hint at the most promising means for a NAO robot to decode the human's conveyance of affective state. Intensity was also important, particularly in relation to Anger. This seems to be particularly the case when the NAO is suited in the WAffI. In general, classification accuracy for individual emotions was lower than for the Hertenstein et al. [10] human-human experiment against which this human-robot experiment was compared. Some qualitative similarities exist-as for Hertenstein et al. Anger was the emotion that (averaged over the two conditions) was most accurately classified and Love the third (third in Hertenstein et al.) most accurately classified emotion well above the chance rate of classification and predominantly not confused with other emotions. Note, that while Disgust was, averaged over both conditions, the second best classified emotion, it was not so well classified in the WAffI-On condition and typically confused with Anger. These results may indicate that Anger and Love are most easily classifiable and that the use of a smart textile might affect individual emotion classification (above all in relation to Disgust). Furthermore, WAffI-Off generally provided better classification accuracy when looking at individual emotions. However, our results showed that when pooling emotions according to valence conveyance we found that classification accuracy in the WAffI-On condition was actually higher overall compared to the WAffI-Off condition and particularly with respect to the positively conveyed emotion. This might suggest that subjects had a more positive feeling when interacting with the WAffI-clad NAO robot and may also hint at why Disgust was less well classified in this condition. On the basis of the above summary, it is debatable as to whether the presence of the WAffI garments potentially detract from classification accuracy though they may contribute to increased interaction. However, at the level at which affective touch information is most reliably interpretable (when emotions are pooled according to extreme interaction type differences), the WAffI, if anything, appears to facilitate classification accuracy.
Target Class
For NAO robots to be able to decode specific emotions and affective states, it may require training/calibration to specific individuals. Decoding according to the properties mentioned and individual calibration, appears feasible, however, to levels of above chance accuracy at least for some emotions (particularly Anger and Love) and in relation to particular affective states (positive versus negatively conveyed emotions). Additional touch type information might facilitate classification for some emotions, for example, Gratitude, of all emotions, was frequently conveyed by a hand shake, which could provide a means to decode that particular emotion. In the final section, we will discuss how such properties might be imbued in 'smart' textiles (textiles with sensors) such that the NAO (or another humanoid robot) could decode human affect and emotion based on sensed tactile information. We also discuss how tactile decoding in combination with other sensed modalities of emotion (e.g., visual) can potentially be more accurately achieved and used particularly in relation to joint, goal-directed tasks.
Discussion
In this article, we have reported and analyzed findings of an experiment detailing how humans convey emotional touch to a humanoid (NAO) robot and the potential for decoding emotions based on touch when conveyed to the robot. Our main aims of this work were to: (i) evaluate how emotion is conveyed (encoded) by tactile interaction in a humanoid robot with reference to an existing human-human tactile interaction study, (ii) how such encoding is affected by an exemplar prototype wearable interface that has the potential to be imbued with tactile sensors and finally (iii) evaluate the potential for tactile conveyance of emotion to be decoded in such a way that does not require strong emphasis on tactile sensing (i.e. only requires registering a few dimensions/properites of touch). The experiment closely followed the methodological procedure of [10] and compared touch behaviour when subjects interacted with a NAO robot dressed in a Wearable Affective Interface (WAffI-On condition) and when different subjects interacted with a 'naked' NAO (WAffI-Off condition). Our main findings are as follows:
1.
Participants interacted with different intensites (stronger overall) of touch when the NAO was with the WAffI on than when it was without. 2.
Participants interacted for a longer duration when NAO was in the WAffI than when NAO was not. 3.
Emotions were most simply and reliably classified when pooled into negatively valence conveyance-based (Fear, Anger and Disgust) versus positively valence conveyance-based (Love, Sadness, Sympathy, Gratitude and Happiness) affective states.
4.
Emotions, when pooled according to valence conveyance, were more accurately classified when the NAO was in the WAffI than when not. 5.
Individual emotions were not as accurately classified as compared to the human-human study of Hertenstein et al. [10] . 6.
Individual emotions were marginally less accurately classified when the robot was wearing the WAffI garments than when without. 7.
Anger and Love were the first and third most easily decodable emotions overall in this human-robot study as was the case in the Hertenstein et al. [10] human-human interaction study.
Furthermore, we found particular differences with respect to the conveyance of emotions on the robot regardless of clothing condition:
Participants touched the NAO robot for longer duration when conveying Sadness (typically as an attachment-based consoling gesture) than when conveying Disgust (a rejection-based emotion).
2.
Participants touched more locations on the NAO robot when conveying Love than when conveying all emotions other than Sadness; Sadness was conveyed over more locations than for Disgust.
3.
Squeezing was the most frequently occurring touch type over emotions.
4.
Left arm and right arm were the most frequently touched locations on the NAO.
5.
Gratitude was typically conveyed by a handshake gesture.
In summary, similarities were found in this human-robot interaction study compared to Hertenstein et al.'s [10] human-human interaction study but our decoder analysis suggests that classifying individual emotions might be more challenging in human-robot contexts. In general, the amount and duration of touch with the NAO was not detrimentally affected by the robot wearing the WAffI (if anything subjects interacted more) and while individual emotions proved harder to decode in the WAffI-On condition, this was not the case when emotions were pooled into high versus low touch duration/amount of contact. As a proof of principle we thereby consider that garments of the type that could be fitted with sensors should not unduly distract humans from interacting with the NAO.
Previous work [43] has shown the potential for sensors embedded in textiles to produce decodable signals for the NAO robot. Textile sensors have the potential to imbue in humanoid robots, such as the NAO, touch affording and sensitive interfaces appropriate to affective tactile interaction. It is notable that we found that participants touched NAO for longer durations and over more locations when in the WAffI-On condition than when in the WAffi-Off condition. The present findings can also be viewed in relation to the existing positioning of tactile sensors on the NAO robot. The NAO has seven tactile sensors, three on the scalp, two on the back of the hands and two bump sensors on the feet. While the hands are frequently involved in tactile interaction, the scalp constitutes less than two percent of all tactile interaction in the present study. No tactile sensors are placed on the arms that are the most frequently touched locations.
From the perspective of Systems Design and Human-Robot Interaction, it is worth noting that three touch types, squeezing, stroking and pressing, constituted more than half (59%) of all tactile interaction in the study. While a detailed analysis of the information content in each touch component is beyond the scope of the present work, the present findings suggest that encoding and decoding of these three touch types may be important for successful human-robot tactile interaction with respect to the conveyance and decoding of at least some emotions. Furthermore, number of different locations touched, duration of touch and also touch intensity proved to be particularly informationally critical in the decoding of emotions from tactile interaction. Textile pressure sensors can be realized either as resistive, capacitive or suitable piezoelectric structures. Both, resistive and capacitive sensors will respond to deformation (pressure or strain) by a measureable change in impedance. Piezoelectric structures generate a voltage when deformed. The type of sensor selected will affect decoding potential, e.g., in relation to sensitivity and noise. It also affects the appearance of the textile. Such sensors, particularly when utilized in the textiles in arrays, have the potential therefore to encode different intensities of touch for different dynamic types (e.g., stroke, massage) providing a key sensory means for decoding affective tactile information.
Notwithstanding the potential for using sensors, textile sensors pose a challenge on the computing part, as they tend to be less predictable than conventional electronic components. Textile sensing materials often produce a significant amount of noise; their material properties in combination with the inherent compliance of textile structures cause them to mechanically wear out over time. Similarly, their performance can be dependent on environmental influences such as temperature and humidity; and their physical structure is much more difficult to model and predict before the actual production, compared to standard sensors. The use of textile sensors in a pervasive computing system therefore relies on the use of an appropriate recognition algorithm that is able to process the sensor data in a meaningful way. The number of locations and duration of touch would thus be required to be decoded through using computational processes that received textile sensors inputs. The fact that in our study we demonstrated the potential for decoding emotions based on the three touch dimensions of location part number, duration of touch and intensity of touch, suggests that the burden on smart sensor power might be reduced by use of suitable processing algorithms. It may be rather more important that the wearable interface (or e-skin) affords-in terms of visual and tactile properties-interactions of an affective nature. This is a key selling point of adopting textile wearables for use in affective-based human-robot tactile interaction. Studies indicate that emotion decoding is more accurate and more typical, when multi-modal sensors that pick up specific emotional and gestural information are added ( [39] , also see [44] ). Such multi-modal encoding and decoding allows for contextual nuance in the affective interaction. We propose that, given suitable calibration to the interacting individual, a three-dimensional tactile decoding space can be sufficient for the successful communication of at least the affective valence state key to particular forms of tactile interaction.
Of further relevance is how the NAO (or a given robot) should perceive and respond to affective touch. Our results indicate that affective valence (postively conveyed versus negatively conveyed emotions) may be detectable according to the dimensions of duration of touch and distribution of locations touched. Such perception naturally requires calibration to individual humans and thus appropriate deployment of processing (learning) algorithms that ease the burden on smart sensor use. A given categorization of an affective state could inform a robot as to how to respond in a given HRI task. For example, if affective interaction is perceived as attachment oriented-long duration and location-distributed tactile interaction, this might signal overall task success or failure. Positive feedback based interaction (e.g., conveying gratitude, or perhaps happiness) may indicate that the task is going well and should be carried on in a similar manner. The reference [45] -see also [46] for general review of emotions in communication-have suggested that communication and perception of different primary and social emotions may be critically informative of how a task (interactive or individual) is going and how to adapt one's behaviour accordingly.
Most of the emotions our participants did not want to express were the negative ones. This behaviour has been seen in prior research: "we found that participants did not expect to show hate or disgust toward our robot and expected their own actions to mostly express affection, which bears similarity to a result observed by [21] . We think this suggests a generally positive bent to how people expect to interact with robots", [16] . Nevertheless, where tactile interaction might be particularly relevant in human-robot interaction is in the domain of Joint Action (cf. [47] [48] [49] ) where interaction on a goal-directed task may benefit from human actors conveying both negative (rejection-based) and positive (e.g., gratitude) feedback. Again, in reference to [45] , communicating emotions such as anger/frustration may be critically important to informing interactors as to how the task is perceived to be going and how to respond accordingly (e.g., approach the task in a different way, or try harder).
With respect to some of the limitations of our human-robot interaction study, results may be dependent on the interaction context and the placement of the NAO. For example, placing the NAO on the floor is likely to change the interaction pattern, at least in terms of where the robot is touched. Another limitation of this study lies in the age of participants. It would, for example, be interesting to compare these results to those with children interacting with the robot. Children constitute one important target group and may be less constrained by social conventions. This may be particularly relevant to furthering the understanding of tactile conveyance of intimate emotions such as love where adults may feel comparatively inhibited. Other properties of touch were not explored in this study, for example, speed of interaction was not evaluated but has previously found to be an important emotion-interaction factor [50] . Going beyond the original properties of touch investigated in the human-human empirical reference study is an endeavour of clear importance for understanding human-robot tactile emotional interaction possibilities. Providing greater controls/more restrictive instructions to subjects regarding emotional interaction might also have reduced variance in the results and improved decoding classification accuracy. For example, we noted that Fear and Sadness were a little contentious in relation to how humans interpreted their conveyance. In both cases, subjects demonstrated ambiguity as to whether they should convey their own emotion or provide a compensatory gesture to the robot (e.g., consolation in the case of Sadness). Subjects were instructed to touch according to their own emotion but, nevertheless, often appeared confused as to how to convey these emotions. More emphasis in the instructions might have been useful and such interpretative confusion might have contributed to the relatively poor classification of these emotions, e.g., Sadness appears to have been interpreted as a consoling response to the robot's emotion. This confusion may owe to the difficulty in communicating, by touch, one's own Fear and Sadness emotions. For empirical reasons, we sought to remain faithful to the Herteinstein et al. [10] report (and personal communication) of the methodology used. For reasons of time and space constraints we did not venture (much) beyond this empirical comparison. However, further studies would benefit from identifying critical dimensions of touch that could elucidate a better degree of machine-learning based decoding accuracy. Personality differences were not studied here.
Finally, follow-up research is aimed at that will evaluate in detail how well affective states and specific emotions are classified given multiple sensory modalities, e.g., touch and visual expression (facial, postural). Studies have typically shown that multiple dimensions of expression facilitate classification analyses [39, 44] . We have demonstrated the potential for tactile interaction to provide much information regarding emotional conveyance; nevertheless, emotional interaction in naturalistic contexts is almost always of a context-specific (e.g., dependent on the type of task) and multi-sensory nature. Exploration of how touch may be utilized within this multi-sensory and contextual framework would provide a greater understanding of the nature of affective tactile interaction in both human-human and human-robot interaction. This would also require a more detailed study of the relationship between touch location and touch type. Of further critical importance is to carry out studies that compare different visual and tactile affordances of the WAffI, e.g., with different colours, textiles. We chose the colour 'grey' in this study so as to provide a neutral emotional affordance to the WAffI reducing bias or preference for any given emotion. Ultimately, we seek to embed within the WAffI a relatively small number of textile sensors that will furnish the NAO with the information necessary to decode human emotions and respond appropriately. We are also looking at algorithms that can potentially decode such affective information (e.g., [51] ).
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